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Tunability of the electronic properties of two-dimensional bilayer hetero structures of transitionmetal dichalcogenides (i.e., MX2-M0 X0 2 with (M, M0 ¼ Mo, W; X, X0 ¼ S, Se) is investigated.
Application of both strain and electric field is found to modify the band gap and carrier effective
mass in the hybrid bilayers considered. The calculated results based on density functional theory
suggest that the tensile strain considerably changes the band gap of semiconducting bilayers; it
makes the band gap to be indirect, and later initiates the semiconductor-to-metal transition.
Application of the external electric fields, on the other hand, shows asymmetric variation in the
band gap leading to the closure of the gap at about 0.5–1.0 V/Å. Tuning of the band gap and carrier
effective mass in such a controlled manner makes the hybrid bilayers of transition metal dichalcoC 2014
genides to be promising candidates for application in electronic devices at nanoscale. V
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4892798]
I. INTRODUCTION

Two dimensional (2D) layered transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) have attracted a great deal of interest1–9
due to their distinctive novel physical and chemical properties, since the isolation of MoS210,11 by the mechanical exfoliation technique similar to one applied to graphene. The
layered TMDs are the class of materials with formula MX2
(where M is metal atom X is the chalcogen atom) having the
hexagonal structure with space group P63/mmc.12 It is noteworthy that monolayers of TMDs are not one atom thick as
graphene, but are tri-atomic thick layers consisting of metal
atoms sandwiched between two layers of chalcogen atoms.
In plane atoms are bonded via strong covalent bonds, while
the adjacent layers along the thickness direction are bonded
together by a weak van der Wall forces which are strong
enough to hold them together. Therefore, the TMDs layered
materials offer interesting possibilities to design and fabricate electronic devices involving hetero structures. Recently,
the possibility of making such hetero structure multi-layer
systems has been reported in the scientific literature.13,14 For
example, the direct band gap of TMD monolayers is tunable
with the application of the mechanical strain.5,15–17 On the
other hand, theoretical investigations suggest that the direct
band gap at high symmetric “K” point (in a TMD monolayer) can be preserved in multi-layers by carefully designing hetero structures.18–20 The experimental possibility to
synthesize hetero structures14,21 and theoretical predictions
to control the direct band gap character via composition control have motivated us to investigate the possibility of tailoring of band gap of the TMD hetero structures by the external
factors which have not been explored much so far. We examine the effect of both intrinsic and extrinsic strains, e.g., biaxial tensile (þaþb), in-plane bi-axial compression (ab),
a)
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out-of-plane compression (c) strain together with the perpendicular electric field on the electronic properties, including electronic band gap, deformation potentials (DPs), and
carrier effective masses of hetero bilayers of TMDs.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

First principle calculations were performed by means of
density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the
pseudo-potential and numerical atomic orbitals (NAOs) basis
sets based SIESTA code.22 In order to account for electronion interactions, we used the well tested Troullier Martin,
norm conserving, relativistic pseudo-potential23 in a fully
separable Kleinman and Bylander form. The exchange and
correlation energies were treated within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) according to Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) parameterization. The double zeta polarized (DZP) numerical atomic orbital basis set with the confinement energy 30 meV was used to expand the Kohn-Sham
orbitals.
The structures were relaxed until the force on each atom
was less than 0.04 eV/Å. The 200 Ry mesh cutoff was used
for reciprocal space expansion of the total charge density.
The Brillouin zone was sampled using Monkhorst-Pack
15  15  3 of k-points. In the supercell, the interaction
between the two adjacent bilayers was eliminated by introducing a sufficient vacuum of 25 Å along the z-direction,
i.e., perpendicular to surface.
The calculated structural parameters, namely, lattice
constant, intraplanar bond length (R), and interplanar separation, Z are given in Table I. The calculated lattice parameters
are found to be in good agreement with the previously
reported values obtained using density functional theory
(Table I).19,20,24–26 For example, the interlayer separation
and the lattice constant for the MoS2-MoS2 bilayer are found
to be 4.17 and 3.22 Å, respectively, which are in very good
agreement with the previously reported values20,24 of 4.14
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TABLE I. Lattice constants, interplanar separation (Z), intraplanar bond length (R), and binding energy (EB) for the AB-stacked bilayers. For comparison
reported values have been shown wherever available.
R (Å)
Bilayer type
I

II
III
IV

Material MX2-M0 X0 2

Lattice constant

Z (Å)

MoS2-MoS2
MoSe2-MoSe2
WS2-WS2
WSe2-WSe2
MoS2-MoSe2
WS2-WSe2
MoS2-WS2
MoSe2-WSe2
MoS2-WSe2
MoSe2-WS2

3.22, 3.2a
3.36
3.23
3.37
3.28, 3.32d, 3.25e
3.30, 3.25e
3.22, 3.18d
3.36
3.29, 3.24f
3.29

4.17, 4.14b
3.50, 3.88b
4.17, 4.31b
3.45
4.13
3.42
4.15
3.69
4.11
3.54

M-X
2.44, 2.43c
2.57
2.46
2.58
2.46, 2.43e
2.47, 2.439e
2.44
2.57
2.46
2.55

M0 -X0
…
…
…
…
2.55, 2.53e
2.57, 2.54e
2.45
2.58
2.57
2.47

a

Reference 20.
Reference 24.
c
Reference 15.
d
Reference 19.
e
Reference 25.
f
Reference 26.
b

and 3.2 Å, respectively. Similarly, in the MoS2-MoSe2 hetero
bilayer, our calculated lattice constant of 3.28 Å is found to
be in very close agreement with the recently reported value
of 3.32 Å.19 These findings affirm the accuracy and reliability of our modelling elements used in calculations.
Furthermore, our group has done extensive work on 2D
materials, including graphene, BN, and GaN monolayers
using the approaches which use either atomic orbitals (e.g.,
SIESTA) or plane waves (e.g., VASP) as basis sets for electronic structure calculations. The results of these approaches
are in excellent agreement with each other in terms of predicting stability, structural, and electronic properties of 2D
materials.27,28
The equilibrium configuration of the hetero bilayer was
used to calculate the electronic structure of un-strained/zero
electric field hetero structures. The applied mechanical strain
is defines as e ¼ Da/a0, where a0 is equilibrium lattice constant and Da is change in the lattice constant simulating the
strain. The two types of in-plain strains, namely, bi-axial tensile (i.e., expansion) strain (þaþb) and compression (ab)
strain was applied along x and y-axis. The out-of-plane (vertical) compression strain (c) was simulated by decreasing
the interlayer distance of hetero bilayers.

indicates the presence of the weak van der Waals interactions
in these layered materials. EB is defined as total energy of a
bilayer minus the sum of total energies of corresponding
constituent monolayers. In the following, we consider four
types of MX2-M0 X0 2 bilayers (see Figure 1) for electronic
structure calculations:
•

•

Type-I, MX2-MX2 (i.e., MoS2-MoS2, MoSe2-MoSe2,
WS2-WS2, and WSe2-WSe2), bilayers consist of the stacking of two monolayers of TMDs with same metal and
chalcogen atoms.
Type-II, MX2-MX0 2 (i.e., MoS2-MoSe2 and WS2-WSe2),
bilayers have different chalcogen atoms on the constituent
monolayers.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Following the stacking convention used for hetero
bilayers, the AB-stacked TMDs bilayer consists of the case
in which the metal atoms of the second layer are directly
above the chalcogen atoms of the first layer and vice versa.
On the other hand, the AA-stacked, bilayer has the metal
atoms of the first and second layer directly above each
other.6 Note that AB-stacked TMDs bilayers are predicted to
be the most stable bilayer configuration for TMDs.6,24,29 Our
calculated value of binding energy (EB) of all the considered
hetero structures is very small of the order of 0.03 eV which

FIG. 1. Ball and stick models representing the AB-stacked bilayer heterostructures of TMDs. (a) Type-I, MX2-MX2 (i.e., MoS2-MoS2, MoSe2MoSe2, WS2-WS2, and WSe2-WSe2) bilayer, (b) Type-II, MX2-MX0 2 (i.e.,
MoS2-MoSe2 and WS2-WSe2) bilayer, (c) Type-III, MX2-M0 X2, (i.e., MoS2WS2 and MoSe2-WSe2) bilayer, and (d) Type-IV, MX2-M0 X0 2 (i.e., MoS2WSe2, MoSe2-WS2) bilayer.
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Type-III, MX2-M0 X2, (i.e., MoS2-WS2 and MoSe2-WSe2),
bilayers consist of different transition metal atoms on constituent monolayers.
Type-IV, MX2-M0 X0 2 (i.e., MoS2-WSe2, MoSe2-WS2),
bilayers have both different chalcogen and metal atoms on
the constituent monolayers.

2. Deformation potential

Next, we investigate the effect of induced strain on the
band gap deformation potential, which is a useful parameter
for device modeling.31–33
Since the induced intrinsic strain is small of the order of
2%, the deformation potential for induced tensile and compression strain can be defined as (Exy  Ex)/e1 and
(Exy  Ey)/e2, respectively. Here, Ex-y is the band gap of
hetero bilayers; Ex and Ey are the band gaps of constituents
homo bilayers; e1 is the induced tensile strain and e2 is the
induced compression strain. In all the considered hetero
bilayers, a negative value of the band gap deformation potential (Table II) indicates the decrease in the band gap value on
hetero structuring. The magnitude of the deformation potential is maximum in Type-III bilayers which can be attributed
to a small lattice mismatch between the constituent
monolayers.

A. Effect of induced intrinsic strain on the electronic
properties

In the bilayer configuration, the lattice mismatch
between the two constituent units of a hetero bilayer system
leads to strain intrinsically within the system itself. Such a
strain in the system is termed as intrinsic strain. For TMDs,
the lattice constants of hetero bilayers (Type-II, Type-III and
Type-IV) lie between those of bilayers of the constituting
units (Table I). Therefore, one unit of hetero bilayer will
undergo tensile strain with e1 ¼ x(ay/ax  1) and the other
unit will undergo compression strain e2 ¼ x(ax/ay  1), where
x ¼ 1/2 and ax, ay are lattice constants of constituting
bilayers.

3. Carriers effective mass

It is interesting to note modification in the carrier effective mass on hetero structuring. A knowledge of the carrier
effective mass is more exciting and beneficial to account for
the conduction process in the realization of devices.
In the present calculations, the effective mass of electron
(me*) and effective mass of hole (mh*) were determined
from the curvature of the energy band at conduction band
minimum (CBM) and valance band maximum (VBM),
respectively,5,34 as follows:

1. Band structure

The induced intrinsic strain due to lattice mismatch at
the interface of two hetero layers introduces significant
impact on the electronic band gap in hetero bilayers. The
induced tensile/compression strain and the calculated band
gap of various bilayers are listed in Table II. Note that homo
bilayers posses indirect band gap, while all the hetero
bilayers, except MoS2-WS2, are direct band gap materials.
However, the difference between indirect and direct band
gap for MoS2-WS2 was found to be very small of the order
of 20 meV. The band gap reduction in the hetero structures
as compared with homo structures might be due to phenomenon of band gap offset, i.e., charge carriers are confined to
different layers.30

m ¼ h2 =ð@ 2 E=@k2 Þ:

(1)

Note that our calculated values of the effective masses, in
Table III, for homo bilayer structures (Type-I) are consistently lower than the values reported in literature35 by using
hybrid functional. This may be due to the inherent discrepancy in the conventional DFT approach used in our study. It

TABLE II. Calculated % of induced intrinsic strain, electronic band gaps, and DPs of the hetero bilayers.
Induced strain (%)
Bilayer type

Material

e1

DP (eV)
e2

I

MoS2-MoS2

…

…

II

MoSe2-MoSe2
WS2-WS2
WSe2-WSe2
MoS2-MoSe2

…
…
…
2.17
2.24c
2.13
0.20
0.16
2.34
1.96

…
…
…
2.08
2.24c
2.04
0.20
0.16
2.23
1.88

III
IV

WS2-WSe2
MoS2-WS2
MoSe2-WSe2
MoS2-WSe2
MoSe2-WS2

Band gap (eV)
a

1.49, 1.59
1.6b (Exp.)
1.25, 1.42a
1.68
1.43
0.60
0.63d
0.79
1.33
1.12
0.30
1.06

Tensile

Compression

…

…

…
…
…
0.41

…
…
…
0.32

0.42
0.80
0.82
0.51
0.10

0.31
1.74
1.54
0.51
0.33

a

Reference 24.
Reference 11.
c
Reference 20.
d
Reference 25.
b
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TABLE III. Effective masses of electron (me*) and effective mass of holes
(mh*) at CBM and VBM, respectively (all in unit of electron mass me) in the
hetero bilayers.
Bilayer type
I

II
III
IV

Material

me*

mh*

MoS2-MoS2
MoSe2-MoSe2
WS2-WS2
WSe2-WSe2
MoS2-MoSe2
WS2-WSe2
MoS2-WS2
MoSe2-WSe2
MoS2-WSe2
MoSe2-WS2

0.23, 0.5155a
0.20, 0.539a
0.33, 0.359a
0.31, 0.4115a
0.19
0.36
0.23
0.15
0.27
0.37

0.25, 0.547a
0.31, 0.5955a
0.29, 0.3455a
0.35, 0.3485a
0.15
0.24
0.27
0.19
0.25
0.33

a

Reference 33.

is worth mentioning here that our aim is to provide a general
insight about the change in the effective mass values on hetero structuring of considered structure which is important for
the application of device modelling. It is evident from the
Table III that effective mass of hetero bilayers (e.g., Type-II,
Type-III, and Type-IV) is generally lower than that of the
homo bilayer (Type-I) which may offer large carrier mobilities in electronic devices based on the heterostructures
considered.
B. Effect of extrinsic tensile strain on the electronic
properties

The strain in 2D structures can be introduced in many
ways,36–44 such as depositing them onto the flexible substrate, by subjecting them to external load, by pseudomorphic growth and nano indentation of the system. The strain
engineering has been successfully applied experimentally to
graphene.36–39 The maximum biaxial tensile strain up to
25% in graphene36 has been observed before breaking of the
C-C bond in the sheet. Therefore, in addition to intrinsic
strain in hetero structures, it is worth investigating the magnitude of externally applied strain up to which the considered
structures do not break.
In the present study, we investigate the strain-stress
curves for considered bilayer structures by calculating the
response of stress tensor components for applied in-plane
biaxial tensile strain. The stress tensor is defined as the positive derivative of total energy with respect to strain tensor.5,22 In the case of homogeneous biaxial strain, the stress
components along two axes are same. The maximum stress
that is achieved in response to tensile strain can be calculated
from the highest value of stress at which the slope becomes
zero in the strain-stress relationship. It is evident from
Figure 2 that the ultimate tensile strength of considered
structures lies between 9 and 12 GPa, while the strain at
which the slope of the strain-stress curve becomes zero is
nearly 20% for all types of bilayers considered. The calculated values of ultimate tensile strain (20%) are higher than
the effective in-plane strain (6–11%) measured for 2DMoS240 by using nano-indentation method, however, these
values are consistent with the ultimate strain values
(20–25%) calculated for theTMDs5,45 monolayers.

C. Effect of extrinsic strain and electric field on
electronic properties

Electronic structure of bilayer TMDs can be effectively
altered by various means, such as application of in-plane
mechanical strains, by applying vertical compression and
electrically gating by perpendicular electric field.6,24,46–48
The electronic band structure of the bilayer structures was
calculated along the C-M-K-C high symmetry points direction of the Brillouin zone. In the recent studies, tuning of
the electronic band structures of homo bilayers (Type-I) by
means of the application of in-plane strain, vertical compression, and external electric field was previously
reported.6,24,47 Here, we give a flavour of homo bilayers,
especially strain and electric field induced charge density
difference profile for an in-depth insight of the physics and
chemistry of the bilayers.
1. Band structure

The strain-free/zero-field electronic band structure of
homo bilayers (Type-I) shows the VBM and CBM at “C”
and “K” high symmetry point, respectively, revealing indirect band gap (Figure S1 of supplementary information49).
The in-plane biaxial tensile strain (þaþb), vertical compression strain (c), and external electric field considerably
reduce the band gap of the homo bilayers, while initial
increase in the band gap is predicted for the in-plane biaxial
compression strain (a–b) within the applied strain range,
0–10% (Figure S2 of supplementary information49). These
results are consistent with the previous reports.6,15,17,24,47
Figures 3–5 show the electronic band structure and corresponding partial density of states (PDOS) of hetero
bilayers, Type-II, Type-III, and Type-IV, respectively. The
electronic band structure and corresponding partial density
of states for remaining structures are provided in Figures
S3–S5 of the supplementary information49 which are essentially similar as far as the features are concerned.
All the hetero bilayer structures are found to posses both
VBM and CBM at “K” high symmetry point making them to
be direct band gap semiconductors. The hetero bilayers (i.e.,
Type-II, Type-III, and Type-IV) show considerable reduction in the electronic band gap as compared with Type-I
homo bilayers. Analysis of the PDOS of hetero structures
reveals that the reduction in electronic band gap is probably
due to the band offset, i.e., localization of VBM and CBM
on different layers.30 For example, in MoS2-WSe2, the contribution to VBM mainly comes from d-states of W and pstates of Se atoms, while for CBM, contribution comes from
Mo d-states and p-states of S atoms. Secondly, this may also
be attributed to different electro-negativities of chalcogen/
metal atoms in two layers which leads to spontaneous electrical polarization at the interface, which generates an induced
internal electric field directed from heavier chalcogen/metal
atoms to lighter ones.20
The band gap of hetero bilayers can be further modulated by the in-plane strain, vertical strain, and external electric field as is apparent from the Figures 3–5, respectively.
The direct band gap of all types of hetero bilayers retained
up to a very small (2–4%) applied strain (þaþb, ab, c),
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FIG. 2. Strain-stress curve for bi-axial tensile strain (þaþb) applied to four different types of the hetero bilayers.

FIG. 3. Electronic band structures and
corresponding partial density of states
of MoS2-MoSe2 bilayer (Type-II) at
(a) unstrained/zero-field (b) bi-axial
tensile (þaþb) strain, (c) biaxial compression (ab) strain, (d) vertical
compression (c) strain, (e) positive
electric field (þE), and (f) negative
electric field (E) applied to the
strain-free hetero bilayers. Band structures shown here are at 10% applied
strain and at an electric field of 0.5 V/
Å, respectively.
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FIG. 4. Electronic band structures and
corresponding partial density of states
of MoS2-WS2 bilayer (Type-III) at (a)
strain-free/zero-field (b) bi-axial tensile (þaþb) strain, (c) biaxial compression (ab) strain, (d) vertical
compression (c) strain, (e) positive
electric field (þE), and (f) negative
electric field (E) applied to strainfree structures. Band structures shown
here are at 10% applied strain and at
an electric field of 0.5 V/Å,
respectively.

while direct-to-indirect band gap transitions occur on further
increasing the magnitude of applied strain. The semiconductorto-metal transition is found to be achieved nearly at 10% of
applied in-plane tensile and vertical compression strain. In case
of the in-plane compression strain, band gap initially increases
for small magnitude of strain before reducing at the higher strain
(Figure 6).
Increasing the magnitude of applied positive/negative
electric field also results in continuous decrease in band gap
followed by the semiconductor-to-metal transition at critical
value of the applied field. It is worth reporting that spin-orbit
splitting, which is not included in our calculations, on the
application external electric field may be important in Mo
and W chalcogenides at small field (<0.6 V/Å)47,48 while it

saturates at higher values of applied electric field which
might have small influence on the calculated electronic structures in the present context. The change in the magnitude of
band gap with positive and negative field is not same as can
be seen in Figure 7. The initial increase in band gap except
for MoSe2-WS2 (Type-IV) under the negative field is attributed to the counterbalance of external electric field up to
some extent with the internal electric field induced due to the
electro-negativity difference of chalcogen/metal atoms in the
two layers of hetero bilayers. Interestingly, the band gap
decreases monotonically in MoSe2-WS2 under the negative
electric field, which is attributed to the same direction of internal induced electric field due to chalcogen atoms and
applied negative electric field.

FIG. 5. Electronic band structures and
corresponding partial density of states
of MoS2-WSe2 bilayer (Type-IV) at
(a) unstrained/zero-field (b) bi-axial
tensile (þaþb) strain, (c) biaxial compression (ab) strain, (d) vertical
compression (c) strain, (e) positive
electric field (þE), and (f) negative
electric field (E) applied to strainfree structures. Band structures shown
here are at 10% applied strain and at
an electric field of 0.5 V/Å,
respectively.
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FIG. 6. Plot of electronic band gap
versus applied strain for Type-II,
Type-III, and Type-IV heterostructures. First row is for bi-axial tensile/
compression (þaþb/ab) strain.
Second row is for vertical compression
(c) strain.

The change in band gap as a function of applied strain
and electric field can be understood by analysing the change
in PDOS. It has been found that the energy states shift
towards (away) from the Fermi level with the applied biaxial
tensile (compression) strain and electric field which essentially leads to the change in the band gap of hetero bilayers.
These shifts in energy states under applied strain can be
attributed to the change in in-plane inter atomic distances
which lead to variation in superimposition of their atomic
orbitals which explicitly cause shift in energy states.
2. Charge density

The change in band gap by mechanical strain and external electric field can be further understood by examining the
charge density difference profile at strain-free/zero-field and
mechanically strained as well as electrically gated hetero
bilayer structures as shown in Figure 8. The charge density
difference is calculated by taking the difference between the
total charge density of bilayer structure (qMX2-M0 X0 2) and two
isolated monolayers (qMX2, qM0 X0 2), i.e., Dq ¼ qMX2M0 X0 2  (qMX2 þ qM0 X0 2). The red and green regions show
charge accumulation and charge depletion, respectively.
The increased accumulation of charge between the two
layers on the application of tensile strain (þaþb) indicates
strong interactions between the layers that change energy
bands and hence energy-gap. The increase in band gap on
the application of compression strain (ab) within considered strain range is reflected by a negligible charge accumulation within the layers. The decrease in energy-gap with
vertical compression strain (c) is attributed to the redistribution of charge on compressing the layers vertically.

Also, reduction in band gap was observed on applying both
positive electric field (þE) and negative electric field (E).
The band gap reduces in similar magnitude with both the þE
and E field for homo bilayer (Figure S2(c) in supplementary information) which is attributed to homogeneity of the
chalcogen/metal atoms on the two surfaces along z-direction.
The reduction in the band gap is attributed to the redistribution of charge as shown in Figure S349 with external electric
field. Note that charge redistribution depends on the direction
of external electric field. The charge density difference profiles for remaining structures are provided in Figures S6–S9
of the supplementary information49 which are essentially
similar as far as the features are concerned.
3. Deformation potentials

The change in the band structure as a function of extrinsic strain can also be quantified in terms of DP, that has importance in device modeling.32,33 The change in the energy
of a valance band (conduction band) per unit of strain is
called valance band deformation potential (conduction band
deformation potential).32 The effect of strain can also be
characterized by the change of the transition energy (energy
difference) upon application of strain where the linear coefficient provides the deformation potential.33 For small strain
in the vicinity of equilibrium lattice parameters, variation of
band gap is approximately linear and hence can be expressed
as follows:
DEg ¼ DP  e;

(2)

where DEg is change in the band gap, e is the magnitude of
strain, and DP is deformation potential. This expression is

FIG. 7. Plot of electronic band gap versus applied electric field for Type-II,
Type-III, and Type-IV heterostructures.
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FIG. 8. Charge density difference (Dq)
plots for the hetero bilayers with side
view. The red (green) distribution corresponds to charge accumulation
(depletion). The isosurface is taken as
0.0001 e/ Å3.

valid for linear regime where the magnitude of strain is typically of the order of 1–2%. The calculated values of DP for
both in-plane and vertical strain at 2% value are summarized
in Table IV. The positive (negative) values of DP indicate
the increase (decrease) in band gap on application of strain.
4. Carrier effective mass

The in-plane strain can also change the curvature of
VBM and CBM5 that can lead to modification in carriers
effective masses. We have listed the value of carries effective masses in Table V which are calculated within harmonic
limit, i.e., at 2% in-plane tensile and compression strain.
TABLE IV. Calculated band gap DPs in linear regime for biaxial tensile
strain, biaxial compression strain, and vertical compression strain applied to
the hetero bilayers.

Note that the tensile strain reduces effective masses for all
the considered bilayers except hole effective masses of homo
bilayers. The increase in hole effective masses for homo
bilayers under tensile strain is attributed to the change in
VBM from “C” to “K” high symmetry point due to the application of bi-axial tensile strain. The compression strain
increases the carrier effective masses for all the considered
structures. It can be concluded that the mechanical strains
offer tunability in carrier effective masses and DP’s which
may lead to tunable mobilities of charge carriers in electronic devices based on the considered hetero structures.
TABLE V. Calculated carriers effective masses in linear regime (e ¼ 2%)
for bi-axial tensile strain (aþb) and bi-axial compression strain (ab)
applied to the hetero bilayers. The carrier’s effective masses (all in unit of
electron mass me) have been calculated at VBM and CBM.
DP (eV)

DP (eV)
Bilayer type
I

II
III
IV

(þaþb)

Material

þaþb

ab

c

Bilayer type

MoS2-MoS2
MoSe2-MoSe2
WS2-WS2
WSe2-WSe2
MoS2-MoSe2
WS2-WSe2
MoS2-WS2
MoSe2-WSe2
MoS2-WSe2
MoSe2-WS2

15.45
14.00
16.65
14.40
7.70
11.8
4.50
10.35
7.10
12.50

17.30
5.75
10.00
2.20
10.95
9.20
19.60
8.70
11.35
9.85

10.65
11.95
11.45
0.25
1.75
5.65
10.25
6.85
2.00
5.85

I

II
III
IV

(ab)

Material

me*

mh*

me*

mh*

MoS2-MoS2
MoSe2-MoSe2
WS2-WS2
WSe2-WSe2
MoS2-MoSe2
WS2-WSe2
MoS2-WS2
MoSe2-WSe2
MoS2-WSe2
MoSe2-WS2

0.07
0.04
0.07
0.07
0.05
0.07
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.07

0.28
0.39
0.36
0.41
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03

0.53
0.25
0.53
0.46
0.46
0.63
0.38
0.34
0.46
0.62

0.18
0.20
0.22
0.24
0.30
0.43
0.47
0.45
0.42
0.30
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IV. SUMMARY

In summary, tuning of the electronic properties of various bilayers of TMDs by intrinsic strain, extrinsic strain, and
external electric field are investigated. The band gap reduces
considerably as one goes from homo bilayers to hetero
bilayers due to the induced intrinsic strain in hetero bilayers.
Induced strain is also found to modify carrier effective mass
in hetero structures. The band gap of hetero bilayers can further be decreased by applying extrinsic strain and external
electric field which leads to semiconductor-to-metal transitions at critical value of applied strain/field. The energy gap
in hetero structures remains the same up to nearly 2–4%
applied strain. The ultimate tensile strain before breaking the
structures is estimated nearly 20% which leads to 9–12 GPa
tensile strength of the hetero structures considered. Extrinsic
strain also modifies the carrier effective masses of the hybrid
bilayer structures.
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